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PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
Noritazeh Glass Company (Private Joint Stock) considered as one of the largest manufacturers of patterned glass in Middle East. With over 60 years
of science and trading experience of its founders, Noritazeh Company established in 1997 and the year of 2000 launched its first productions to
market. Since foundation, Noritazeh Company formed a licensing agreement with SOGA Glass of Japan producing SOGA designs in Iran. Since 2008,
Noritazeh Company continued to production independently from SOGA.

The main focus of Noritazeh Company is on production of:

    Giftware and serve ware
    Daily use soda lime glass
    Press serving platters and bowls
    Press tumblers and mugs
    Press n Blow tumblers and stemware
    Water and fridge jugs
    Centrifuge dinnerware
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With over 50 years of trading experience from its founders, NORITAZEH was established in 1997 and rapidly launched its first phase of production
with a 30 metric ton furnace. Soon after shaking the industry with highest quality of glassware produced in Iran, NORITAZEH formed a licensing
agreement with SOGA Glass of Japan producing SOGA designs in Iran.

Almost immediately, NORITAZEH began exporting its glassware and claiming the Iranian Industrial Company of the Year Award repeatedly in 2001
and onwards.

After acquiring 5 million sq.ft. of land in the prime industrial city of Shamsabad, 40 km from the capital city of Tehran and in close vicinity of the new
international airport, NORITAZEH began expanding its manufacturing plant and establishing a logistics and distribution centre. NORITAZEH also
began establishing new decoration and packaging units to further enhance its competitive advantage.

In 2004, a 150 Ton furnace, the largest of its kind, was inaugurated in Iran and NORITAZEH became the first manufacturer in Iran to automatically
produce jugs and spin dinnerware.

NORITAZEH now employs over 1,000 people directly in manufacturing and carries the most competitive and complete range of tabletop glassware in
Iran.

With broad knowledge and understanding of local market demand and requirements today NORITAZEH is the leading tabletop glassware brand in
Iran.

Company Profile of Noritazeh Glass Co.

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.

Il materiale informativo del sito è registrato ed appartiene all´azienda o ai terzi che lo hanno fornito e tutti i diritti sono riservati. Qualsiasi
utente che accede a tale materiale può farlo solo ad uso personale e ne è anche responsabile. Ridistribuzione o altro uso commerciale di
tale materiale è espressamente proibito. Nel caso in cui il materiale sia stato ceduto da terzi, l´utente concorda di rispettare questi termini
di utilizzo specificati. Glass Global non garantisce la veridicità o l´esattezza del contenuto di alcuna informazione o di siti web esterni
menzionati nelle stesse.www.glassglobal.com - The International Portal to the Glass Industry - OGIS GmbH
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